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General Course Description
As instructors for this course, we aim to provide a space for students to question the role of social
and cultural formations in our clinical work. From a psychoanalytic perspective, and from a number
of angles, this course will provide a space for sustained reflection on the question:
What does it mean to work clinically with the effects of society and culture in the
client/patient/analysand as a subject of the unconscious?
While this course will provide coordinates for various ways in which others have addressed similar
and aligned questions, we should consider the answer(s) to this question as remaining to be
discovered in our collective work and, if all goes well, elaborated in relationship to the unique desires
and experiences of each successful course participant.
Furthermore, this course provides a space for participants (instructors and students, both) to
elaborate and explore the implications of psychoanalysis as a potentially decolonizing practice.
Psychoanalysis can stand in support of a human capacity to interrupt, to change, to revise, and to
transform the norms and structures of society and culture, by helping the patient to inscribe that
which is unconsciously significant into the sociocultural field. (As Patricia Gherovici has put it, “the
unconscious is the last activist.”) A disciplinary clinical process that bases itself on maximizing social
conformity, optimizing the subject by seducing him/her/them away from the symptoms that trouble
them, or which does not support the subject in bringing his/her/their desires to bear in the social
field does not deserve to be promoted, in our view. This is what “psychoanalysis as a decolonizing
practice” aims at.
The focus for Year B of this course is to continue reflection on the major theme of “clinical
religion,” with an emphasis on categories like race, gender, sexuality, and class. While social scientists
(and, indeed, some psychoanalysts -- Freud, at times, not least among them) have tended to view
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religion as a domain that enforces social conformity and provides cultural stability, we revise and
resuscitate the term “clinical religion” to emphasize religion as a domain of significance for the
inventive subject of the unconscious. As such, we associate “clinical religion” with what in the
human and in the aesthetic has the capacity to disrupt, interrupt, and transform the social domain.
We will consider examples of this both in our consideration of clinical cases and in our consideration
of fictional accounts that might help us connect theoretical readings to human experience more
broadly.
This course offers an unconventional approach to learning clinical work by bringing art reception and
cultural criticism to the classroom to develop students’ cultural awareness. Since, with each new patient,
clinicians must learn how to listen to and immerse themselves in a new discourse, the readings and
films that we have selected and the clinical cases we might share propose similar challenges. Read the
text with the curiosity and “beginner’s mind” with which you would listen to a patient and view the
films in the same way, while being aware, at the same time, that the conditions for the creation of
media like text and film differ markedly from the clinical setting. The same goes for the sharing of a
clinical case, since those hearing the case are not in the room with the patient. Nevertheless, these
media and forums have the capacity to transmit something.

Last, from its inception in the work of Sigmund Freud, psychoanalysis has benefitted from the
insights of other disciplines like anthropology, history, sociology, and religious studies, among others.
Later, linguistics, mathematics, and optics, among others, played a role in the teaching of the French
psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, for instance. Instructors of this course believe that contemporary
fields like postcolonial studies, trans studies, queer theory, black studies, etc., also have much to offer
psychoanalysis and psychotherapy. We strive to integrate these fields into our inquiries, because we
believe that clinical work would stand to lose much by ignoring them.
~

~
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Fall Quarter
Double Consciousness: The Split Subject of Society,Culture, and Religion
Description
Different threads within psychology, philosophy, and psychoanalysis have seized upon the idea of
the subject to explain how we are, at least at times, “strangers to ourselves.” For our opening this fall
quarter, we will pay close attention to the question of the “split subject,” as it has been developed in
different ways by William James, W.E.B. DuBois, and Frantz Fanon, each of whom took religious
experience to be an important category for thinking about this question. Our goal is to critically
examine and consider the extent to which general knowledge of society and culture can or should be
at stake in clinical work. What forms or modes of (non)relation does the subject establish with respect
to society and culture?
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Schedule
Session # / Date Review

Assignments

Session 1 /
September 24

Daniel José Gaztambide interview on A
People’s History of Psychoanalysis(podcast
interview)

Bring 3 questions for discussion
(something the struck or puzzled
you, provoked interest)

Patricia Gherovici, “The Unconscious is
the Last activist” (interview transcript)

In Class: Introductions; review
syllabus; talk about how we
constructed this course; brief
discussion of interviews

Session 2 /
October 1

Jeffrey S. Librett, “The subject in the age 3 questions
of world-formation (mondialisation):
advances in psychoanalytic theory from
the Québec group,” pp. 75-99
Arnaud Desplechin (2014) Jimmy P.

Available on Amazon Prime (rental
$2.99-$3.99)
Session 3 /
October 8

William James, Varieties of Religious
Experience, Lectures VI and VII on “The
Sick-Soul”

3 questions

Lana Wilson (2017) The Departure
Available on Amazon Prime (rental
$3.99)
Session 4 /
October 15

William James, Varieties of Religious
Experience, Lecture VIII on “The
Divided Self and the Process of Its
Unification”

3 questions

Felix de Rooy (1984) Desiree
Available on Amazon Prime (rental $.99)
Session 5 /
October 22

W.E.B. DuBois, “Of Our Spiritual
Strivings” and “Sorrow Songs,” in The
Souls of Black Folk

3 questions

Session 6 /
October 29

Jonathan Flatley, “‘What a Mourning:’
Propaganda and Loss in W.E.B.
DuBois’s Souls of Black Folk,” in
Affective Mapping (selections)

3 questions
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Claudia Llosa (2009) Milk of Sorrow
Available on Apple TV (rental $4.99)
Session 7 /
November 5

Sheldon George, “Conserving Race,
Conserving Trauma: The Legacy of
W.E.B. DuBois” in Trauma and Race

3 questions

Listen to podcast interview with
Sheldon George before reading the
chapter
Session 8 /
November 12

Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks
(selections)

3 questions

Session 9 /
November 19

Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks
(selections)

3 questions

Carlo Gabriel Nero (2004) The Fever
Available on HBO or Amazon Prime
(free with HBO subscription or Amazon
Prime rental $2.99-3.99)
Session 10 /
December 3

Sinan Richards, “Fanon’s Lacan”

December 10

3 questions
Part One: Final Intervention
Proposal (emailed to instructors)

Course Components
Seminar Discussion / Working Group
We envision this course as taking on the style of a seminar or of a working group. This means that,
while there will be some short periods of input from the instructors, the goal is primarily to create a
space where we can work together on pressing questions about how the clinical meets the social and
the cultural in our ongoing training as clinicians.
Case Presentations / Confidentiality
While we will be reading various texts in the course as points for critical engagement, what is most
important in the training of clinicians is one’s experience in one’s own treatment in psychoanalysis or
psychotherapy and in one’s clinical work.
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To facilitate a space where each of us might be able to speak more freely about what in our
experience and what related to our desire connects to our work around key questions, participants in
this course should treat each other’s experiences, and clinical vignettes that might be shared, with
respect and confidentiality. This mutual agreement to treat matters with confidentiality is necessary
to create the classroom as a site for possible free speech.
Reading Questions: How to Formulate a Good Question
Each course participant (students and instructors, both) should—after reading, listening to, or
viewing the assigned materials—should write down three questions which they are prepared to bring
to class discussions. The questions should be constructed with an open curiosity, related to
something about the clinical desire of the one who proposes it. This is to say that we expect the
questions we each bring to communicate a puzzle of the questioner to the class, rather than seeking
factual information or soliciting (dis)agreement with some position that the questioner has already
decided for him-/her-/them-self.
Culminating Notebook or Intervention
This course contains two options for a kind of culminating project. Combinations of these two
suggested forms are also possible. While culminating projects can take an incredibly broad variety of
forms, they must speak to issues of the relation between clinic and society/culture, and they should
aim to transmit something that was “worked-through” or explored in the course of our work
together.
Option 1 - Culminating Notebook. One option is that students will continuously work on a log or
journal throughout the course to account for your desire as a clinician. The “notebook” can include
a series of questions, sketches, textual and visual materials of all kinds really -- dreams, vignettes,
photographs, etc. This assignment provides a space for you to document and track, in writing and
visual forms, your progress and development in this course. You may choose to develop your
notebook as an analogue (handwritten, paper & pen) or digital (docs, slides, Evernote, Notability,
etc.) project.
Option 2 - Culminating Intervention. A second option to create something in relation to the course is in
the form of a “culminating intervention.” This, too, could take a variety of forms. It could include
the presentation of a case that raised issues for you, as the clinician, that you might aim to transmit
to the group. It could include some kind of plan for a community project you plan to enact, or a
paper you wish to publish.
How to submit your culminating assignment
At the end of each quarter, course participants are asked to submit something in relation to the work
they have undertaken or which they plan to undertake. These milestones ensure that the
presentation of the culminating project is on the course participant’s horizon and that they are
actively working on it.
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Presentation
At the end of the course, course participants will be invited to share their notebook or final intervention
in a presentation to the other course participants. The presentation aims to communicate something
in relation to the work undertaken in the course and as a space to take responsibility for one’s desire
to do clinical work in a way that has the potential to facilitate cultural intervention. At the same time,
our presentations will allow the instructors to gauge what was achieved and transmitted in this
course beyond the limitations of the format entailed in the standard “course evaluation.”
Decolonizing Syllabi + Curricula
Recent conversations in higher education have led to extensive, and sometimes fraught, debates and
conversations about the role of the “canon” (a sanctioned, often white, male, and heterosexual body
of texts) in course curricula. Some have called for the canon to be thrown out altogether, while
others have called for the inclusion of minority authors (at worst, as tokens).
In crafting this course, the instructors have considered this issue, and strived to find ways in which
these concerns might be worked on. One of the ways we suggest points to the continuous
development and sharing of individual and collective questions, which might allow us to collectively
tweak the syllabus and make changes as we move forward. There is space for this.

